Association of Physical Function with Clinical and Subclinical Brain Disease: The Framingham Offspring Study.
Handgrip strength and gait speed are simple measures of physical capability and have been associated with current and future health outcomes. However, studies on their associations with brain structure and function in middle-aged adults are lacking. To assess the relationship of fast-paced walking speed and handgrip strength with risk of dementia, Alzheimer's disease (AD), and stroke, as well as the cross-sectional associations with cognitive and brain magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) measures in a middle-aged community sample. Framingham Offspring (n = 2,176; mean age 62, 54% female) had physical function, brain MRI, and cognitive evaluations between 1999 and 2005 and were followed-up for incident dementia AD and stroke until 11 years later. We related walking speed and handgrip strength to incident dementia, AD, and stroke using Cox models, and to brain and cognitive measures using multivariable linear and logistic regression. Models were adjusted for age, sex, education, and vascular risk factors. Slow walking and weak handgrip were associated with more than 2.5-fold increase in risk of AD. Weaker handgrip was associated with an increased risk of incident stroke (HR 1.74, 95% CI: 1.12-2.70/SDU, p = 0.01) in persons ≥65 years. Both measures were associated with lower total brain volume and poorer performance on tests of visual memory, language, executive function, and visuoperceptual function. Slower gait was also related to poorer verbal memory, and weaker handgrip to poorer abstraction. Tests of walking speed and handgrip strength may serve as clinical markers of brain structure and function and may improve dementia risk prediction.